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Normal mode spectra of two-dimensional classical atoms confined by a Coulomb potential
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The normal mode spectra of two-dimensional finite clusters of charged particles (2e) confined by a Cou-
lomb potential resulting from a displaced positive chargeZe are obtained. This is a classical two-dimensional
model system for atoms. We obtain the frequencies of the normal modes as a function of the confinement
chargeZ and the number of particlesN. The analysis of the lowest normal mode frequency reveals a good
agreement with the experimental results obtained in a system with screened interaction between charged
particles. The dependence of the normal mode spectra as a function of a perpendicular magnetic field is also
discussed and we found that the shearlike character of the modes is enhanced in the presence of the magnetic
field. For large values of the magnetic fields the normal modes fall into two bands, a low frequency band with
frequency;1/vc and a high frequency band with frequency;vc .
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been an increased interest in the p
erties of two-dimensional~2D! systems consisting of a finit
number of charged particles. These bounded clusters are
together by an external field. Electrons in quantum dots@1#,
electrons on the surface of liquid helium@2,3#, colloidal sus-
pensions@4#, and strongly coupled dusty plasmas@5# are
some examples and experimental realizations of such
systems. From a theoretical point of view, this is a very
teresting system which offers rich physics with several n
trivial effects ~i.e., overcharging, phase transitions, Wign
crystallization!, and in which the reduced dimensionality an
the finite size of the system allow often an ‘‘exact numeric
description.

Most of the studies in such 2D systems were perform
by considering the bare Coulomb interaction between
particles, e.g., see Refs.@6,7#. However, recently the 2D
Debye-Hückel potential was also used as the interaction
tential between particles in studying the structure, the m
ing, and the dynamical properties of dusty plasmas@8–11#.
The exponentially screened interaction potential allowe
good agreement with the experimental results, mainly of
normal mode spectra@8#. It is important to emphasize that i
all these cases, a parabolic confinement potential was us
keep the system bounded. This kind of confinement off
often a good approximation, but it can cover up some in
esting characteristics of the system which depend on
strength of the confinement potential~in a parabolic confined
system the strength of the potential can be scaled out@6#!.
Phase transition induced by evaporation of particles@12,13#
is an example of such a property which depends on
strength and the kind of confinement potential, and which
not possible when using a parabolic potential~i.e., a Cou-
lomb type of confinement potential which becomes zero
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infinity!. The possibility to tune the pair interaction potenti
or the confinement potential can reveal interesting and n
trivial behaviors in 2D ordered systems@14–17#.

The dynamic properties of 2D classical finite systems
of fundamental interest. Instead of waves, in finite syste
local normal modes are excited as a response to an exte
excitation. An experimental realizable system in which su
normal modes in 2D clusters have been studied is the c
plex dusty plasma. Not like in most ordinary plasmas
space and laboratory, which are weakly coupled, a comp
plasma is strongly coupled. It consists of many stron
charged dust particles immersed in a gaseous plasma rf
charge. Experimentally the shear and compressional cha
ter of the modes@8# have been investigated, and this is
agreement with the predicted theoretical results@7#. Very re-
cently, one more ingredient has been added in the stud
the normal modes in complex plasmas: an axial magn
field. Depending on the discharge conditions, rigid-body
tation and sheared rotation are observed@18#. Similar behav-
iors of a dust cluster are observed in an inductively coup
rf plasma@19#. A coordinated study of a laboratory exper
ment found that the charged dust particles in a circle sh
angular rotation in which the structure stays intact, wh
they oscillate radially around the equilibrium orbit. This o
cillatory rotational nature can be explained as a result
coupling between the Lorentz force and the harmonic c
finement potential@20#.

In the present paper, we consider a 2D classical system
negatively charged particles interacting through a pure C
lomb potential, and confined by a punctual positive char
This system is very similar to the amply used 2D model o
dusty plasma with a parabolic confinement, but it prese
the advantage to enable us to tune the strength of the
finement chargeZ. In other words, we are considering a com
plex plasma in a nonuniform positive background, in contr
to the previous models which considered a uniform neut
izing positive background~the parabolic confinement poten
tial corresponds to a uniform density of positive charge!.
Following the idea used in Ref.@14#, changingZ can work
like a pseudotemperature, in the sense that it alters the in
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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FERREIRA, PEETERS, AND FARIAS PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 066405 ~2003!
sity of the pair interaction potential, which has a large infl
ence on the structural and dynamical properties of the c
ter. In a previous work@21# we investigated the ground sta
and the configurational properties of this system and in
cated the importance of correlation effects. However, in t
paper we mainly concentrate our attention on the behavio
the normal mode spectra, and its corresponding nor
modes, as a function ofZ andN. The influence of a perpen
dicular magnetic field on the normal modes and eigenvec
is also studied.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the numerical approach and mathematical model used to
tain the spectra. The results of the normal mode spectra
eigenvectors as a function of the confinement charge,
number of particles, and the magnetic field are presente
Sec. III. Our conclusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. THE MODEL

We study a system withN negatively charged particles
(2e), which we call here and further electrons, interacti
through a repulsive pure Coulomb potential and moving
the xy plane. The particles are kept together through a fix
positive chargeZe located at a distancea from the plane the
particles are moving in~see Fig. 1!. The total energy of this
Coulomb confined system is given by the Hamiltonian

H52
Ze2

e
(
i 51

N 1

Ar i
21a2

1
e2

e
(

i . j 51

N 1

urW i2rW j u
. ~1!

Here the symbole stands for the dielectric constant andrW
5$x,y% is the two-component position vector of the 2D ele
tron. For convenience, we express the electron energ
units of E05e2/ea and all the distances in units ofa. This
allows us to rewrite Eq.~1! in the following dimensionless
form:

H52(
i 51

N Z

Ar i
211

1 (
i . j 51

N 1

urW i2rW j u
. ~2!

The ground state configurations of the two-dimensio
system were obtained using the standard Metropolis a
rithm ~at zero temperature! and the modified Newton metho
@7,22#. The latter method was discussed in Ref.@7#. Depend-
ing on the number of particlesN and the confinement charg
Z, different number of stable states can be obtained. For
ample, for a cluster withN570 electrons and confined by

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the system.
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chargeZ570 we observed 16 stable configurations, wh
for the cluster withN519 electrons, the maximum numbe
of stable states was four, in the case of a confinement ch
Z5100. In general, in order to have sufficient confiden
that we reached the ground state configuration, we perform
around 400 tests for each case, where we started each
with a different initial random configuration. However, fo
clusters with largeN, a greater number of tests is necessa
mainly if we are close to the complete screened situat
(N'Z). As an example, for the cluster withN5200 elec-
trons and confinement chargeZ5200, we obtained 729
metastable states in 1000 tests. The difference in the en
between the ground state configuration, and the energy o
metastable configurations was within the range 1025–1023.
From all the obtained stable states, the one with the lo
energy was taken as the ground state configuration. To ch
if a configuration is stable, we calculated, using the Hou
holder diagonalization technique, the eigenvalues of the
namical matrix@7#

Hab,i j 5
]2H

]r a,i]r b, j
, ~3!

which give us the square of the frequencies of the norm
modes of the system (a,b5x,y andi , j indicates the particle
number!. The configuration was taken as final when all fr
quencies of the normal modes were positive and real.

In order to compare the frequencies calculated in
Coulomb confined cluster with the ones for a different co
finement potential~i.e., parabolic!, the values of the frequen
cies were scaled by the factor

vo5
vo8

A2
5A e2

mea3
AZ

2
~4!

with m the mass of each particle. Equation~4! was obtained
from a comparison between the scaling factor of the ene
in the parabolic confined system@7# and the corresponding
factor in the Hamiltonian of our Coulomb confined cluster
the limit N/Z!1, in which case Eq.~2! may be expanded
into

Happr52~2Z2!1/3N1(
i 51

N

r i
21 (

i . j 51

N
1

urW i2rW j u
, ~5!

with the following scaling for the variablesH and r:

H→~Z/2!1/3H, rW→~2/Z!1/3rW. ~6!

The energy in Eq.~5! is in unit of E085(e2/ea)(Z/2)1/3. If
we equal this scaling factor with the one which scales
energy in the parabolic confined system,E0

5(mvo8
2e4/2e2)1/3, we obtain Eq.~4!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We will start first to discuss the general features of t
normal mode spectrum for Coulomb clusters containing
small number of electrons. In particular, we consider
5-2
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NORMAL MODE SPECTRA OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066405 ~2003!
cluster withN519 electrons, which was extensively studi
in the more simple case of parabolic confinement@7–9#, and
serves as a convenient case to emphasize particularitie
the present system. We studied the properties of the no
mode spectrum as a function of the confinement potentia
more precisely, the positive chargeZ. A study of the nature
of the excitations~shearlike or compressionlike! correspond-
ing to the different normal modes will also be present
Subsequently, we consider the behavior of the normal m
spectrum in the presence of a magnetic field. Different fr
the traditional approach of classical 2D systems, wher
parabolic confinement potential is considered, the 2D cla
cal system confined by a Coulomb potential has one e
parameter beyond the number of particlesN, namely, the
confinement chargeZ. This feature allows us to tune th
strength of the confinement potential which influences
ground state configurations@21# and the behavior of the nor
mal modes. We will consider two regimes of confineme
~1! soft confinement~SFC!, in which the number of particles
N is close to the value of the confinement chargeZ, N'Z;
and ~2! strong confinement~STC!, in which case the limit
N!Z is reached.

A. Small clusters

In Fig. 2 we present the frequencies of the normal mo
as a function ofZ for a cluster withN519 electrons. The
frequencies were normalized by the factorvo , as defined by
Eq. ~4!. We observe a clear dependence of the distribution
modes for differentZ values. In the SFC regime most of th
normal modes are concentrated around small frequen
while in the STC regime the normal mode frequencies
more uniformly spread out over a larger frequency ran
The distribution of normal mode frequencies is similar for
N values, and it is better observed by defining the density
states~DOS!. It is the number of frequencies in the interv
dv5vmax/40, wherevmax is the maximal frequency. The
DOS for clusters withN519 electrons, confined by charge

FIG. 2. ~a! The eigenfrequencies for theN519 cluster as a
function ofZ. The frequencies are in units ofvo . The six different
regions @~I!,~II !,~III !,~IV !,~V!,~VI-a,b!# indicate different ground
state configurations. The frequencies of the center of mass~circles!
and the breathing~triangles! modes are emphasized by differe
symbols.
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Z519,1000,2000,5000 as a function of the frequency,
shown in Figs. 3~a!, 3~b!, 3~c!, and 3~d!, respectively. In spite
of the small number of particles, it is possible to identify t
presence of two peaks (v/v0'1.4 andv/v0'2.9 for Z
52000,5000) in the DOS for the casesZ52000 andZ
55000. The behavior shown in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d! is in
qualitative agreement with previous results for a 2D class
infinite systems@23#, where two types of waves, with dispe
sion relationsv'k ~lateral sound waves! and v'Ak ~lon-
gitudinal plasma waves! were observed. This last one aris
from the long range nature of the Coulomb interactions@24#.
These waves are related to the shearlike and compressio
modes observed in our finite confined cluster and they w
be discussed later in more detail.

In general, the spectrum moves to higher energies w
increasingZ. With the exception of the trivial modev50
~i.e., uniform rotation of the system!, no other frequency is
independent ofZ. The normal mode spectrum exhibits a di
continuous behavior as a function ofZ, which is indicated in
Fig. 2 by the six different regions@~I!, ~II !, ~III !, ~IV !, ~V!,
~VI-a,b!#. This is a consequence of structural phase tran
tions in the ground state configuration of the cluster. A mo
detailed description of these transitions and an analysis of
lowest normal modes will be given in the next paragrap
We also emphasize in Fig. 2 the frequencies of the cente
mass~circles! and the breathing~triangles! modes. The cen-
ter of mass mode, as observed in a parabolic confined clu
is a twofold degenerated vibration~with frequencyv5A2)
of all particles in the same direction and all of them movi
in phase, while the breathing mode corresponds to a vib
tion of the mean squared radius of the cluster~with fre-
quencyv5A6). These special modes were found@7# to be
independent of the number of particles and are a propert
the particular form of the parabolic confinement. In our Co
lomb confinement potential case, the observation of s
modes is possible only in the limit of the STC regime@re-
gions~V!, ~VI-a!, and~VI-b! of Fig. 2#. However, we noticed
that the frequencies of the center of mass mode become
generate only in region~VI !, where the ground state configu

FIG. 3. The density of states~DOS! as a function of frequency
for the N519 cluster confined by a positive charge~a! Z519, ~b!
Z51000, ~c! Z52000, and~d! Z55000.
5-3
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FERREIRA, PEETERS, AND FARIAS PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 066405 ~2003!
ration of the cluster is (1,6,12) and it coincides with th
observed in the parabolic confinement case. The degene
of the frequency of the center of mass mode can serve
good test that the cluster is in the parabolic confinem
regime.

The lowest nonzero normal mode~LNM ! frequency is
associated with the stability of the ground state configu
tion. It tells us how easy or difficult the configuration may
deformed. As previously presented in Ref.@7# for the para-
bolic confinement case, the LNM corresponding to the in
shell rotation~ISR! depends on the configuration of the clu
ter. Commensurate configurations are more stable aga
ISR, and present a high value for the activation frequency
this mode. In the opposite case, incommensurate config
tions can be easily excited in the ISR mode and corresp
to a very small frequency. In the 2D Coulomb confined clu
ter a similar dependence of the LNM frequency as a funct
of the configuration of the cluster was observed. Clust
with a commensurate configuration presented a high act
tion frequency for the ISR mode. However, the appeara
of the ISR mode also depends on the strength of the con
ment potential. As an example, the cluster withN512 elec-
trons and ground state configuration~4,8! may be activated
in two different LNMs. ForZ545 the LNM is a vortex-
antivortex pair, while forZ548 the corresponding LNM is
an intershell rotation. In the 2D Coulomb confined clust
the chargeZ plays the dominant role in determining the low
est normal mode. This is a particular feature of the Coulo

FIG. 4. ~a! The frequencies of the intershell rotation mo
~squares! and of the vortex-antivortex excitation~stars! as a func-
tion of Z for theN519 cluster.~b! The frequencies of theLNMs as
a function ofZ for the same cluster.~c! A more detailed view of
region~VI !. The six regions were labeled@~a!,~b!# in order to sepa-
rate different ground state configurations, which are indicated in
figure.
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confinement potential, which is not observed in the case
parabolic confinement.

In order to identify the nature of the lowest normal mo
as well as the importance of the parameterZ, we present in
Fig. 4 the frequencies of the lowest normal mode, the f
quency of the vortex-antivortex mode, and the frequency
the intershell rotation for eachZ value. More specifically, in
Fig. 4~b! the frequencies of the lowest normal modes a
shown as a function ofZ for a cluster withN519 electrons.
We also present in Fig. 4~a! the frequencies corresponding
the excitation of a vortex-antivortex pair~stars! and the in-
tershell rotation mode~squares!. Six regions were labeled in
order to indicate the different ground state configuratio
which are also indicated in the figures. For example,
configuration (1,7,11) means one particle in the center, se
particles in first ring, and 11 particles in the second ring. W
start our analysis in the limit of the STC regime, regions~V!
and ~VI !. For Z>120 only two stable configurations wer
obtained, namely, (1,6,12) and (1,7,11), and depending
the confinement chargeZ one of them corresponds to th
ground state configuration. In region~VI-b!, Z>5000, the
commensurate ground state configuration (1,6,12) has
LNM corresponding to the ISR@Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. This is
the expected behavior, since in the limitN!Z the confined
Coulomb system behaves like a parabolic confined clu
@21#. The value of the LNM frequency isvmin /v0'0.681,
for Z55000, which is very close to the observed value
the system with a parabolic confinement,vpar /v0'0.668
@7#. The vortex-antivortex pair excitation was observed w
a frequency very close to the one for the ISR mode (v/v0

e

FIG. 5. The ground state configurations and the LNMs cor
sponding to theN519 cluster with different confinement charges
the different regions shown in Fig. 4:Z55000@~a!,~b!—region~VI-
b!#; Z52000@~c!,~d!—region~VI-a!#; Z5500@~e!,~f!—region~V!#;
Z575 @~g!,~h!—region ~IV !#; Z550 @~i!,~j!—region ~IV !#; Z530
@~k!,~l!—region ~III !#; Z522 @~m!,~n!—region ~II !#; Z519
@~o!,~p!—region ~I!#. The solid circles represent the charged p
ticles in thexy plane, while the arrows indicate the eigenvectors
the normal modes.
5-4
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NORMAL MODE SPECTRA OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066405 ~2003!
'0.683). In region~VI-a!, 2000<Z,5000, the ground state
configuration is still~1,6,12!. However, a surprising chang
in the character of the LNM is observed@Fig. 4~c!#. The
lowest normal mode becomes now a vortex-antivortex m
which has a smaller activation frequency@Figs. 5~c! and
5~d!#. This feature clearly illustrates that the LNM can b
tuned by the strength of the confinement potential. A sim
behavior was observed for different number of particles. I
also interesting to note that no significant modification
observed in the value of the LNM frequency when w
change the value ofZ from region ~VI-b! to region ~VI-a!,
which has the same ground state configuration@see Fig.
4~c!#. The ISR mode is still observed in region~VI-a! , but
now with a slightly higher activation frequency. In Fig. 4~c!
we emphasize the transition in the LNM frequency in t
region ~VI !. In region ~VI-b! the lowest normal mode fre
quency corresponds to the intershell rotation mode, while
region ~VI-a! it is changed, corresponding now to a vorte
antivortex pair.

For 80<Z,2000, region~V!, the ground state configura
tion is (1,7,11), and the configuration (1,6,12) is now
metastable state. The LNM corresponding to the new gro
state configuration is the ISR@Figs. 5~e! and 5~f!#, and since
the system presents an incommensurate configuration,
associated frequency is very small~for Z51900 the LNM
frequency isvmin /v055.9731025, while for Z580 the
LNM frequency isvmin /v051.8631022). As shown in
Fig. 4~b!, there is a pronounced difference in the LNM fr
quency between regions~V! and ~VI !, which is associated
with a structural phase transition in the cluster. It is worth
comment here that configurations as well as LNMs like th
present in regions~V! and ~VI ! were recently observed in
dusty plasma with a parabolic confinement@25#, and in
which the particles interact through a screened coulomb
tential @7,8,11#.

The transition from region~V! to region ~IV !, 48<Z
,80, is characterized by a structural phase transition to
new ground state configuration (2,7,10)@Fig. 5~g!#, and a
jump in the value of the LNM frequency. The frequency
the ISR mode observed in region~IV ! @Fig. 5~h!# is one order
of magnitude larger than the one in region~V!. The increase
in the LNM frequency is due to the formation of a new she
The energy to activate the ISR mode in the configurat
(1,7,11) is lower than the necessary energy to activate
same mode in the configuration (2,7,10). As a conseque
if we decrease the confinement strengthZ, we still observe
the configuration (2,7,10)@Fig. 5~i!#, but now with the LNM
as shown in Fig. 5~j!, which is similar in character to a
vortex-antivortex pair. Once more, we noticed that for t
same configuration different LNMs may be activated. With
further decrease ofZ the system exhibits a new structur
transition to region~III !, 26<Z,48, with ground state con
figuration (3,8,8)@Fig. 5~k!#. The system self-organizes int
an incommensurate configuration with three shells. The
responding LNM presented an unexpected asymmetry
shown in Fig. 5~l!, which is a mixture of an intershell rota
tion and a vortex-antivortex pair excitation. Decreasing ev
further the value ofZ, we reach region~II !, 22<Z,26,
where the ground state configuration is (4,8,7)@Fig. 5~m!#.
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The LNM is an asymmetric vortex-antivortex pair@Fig.
5~n!#. The entire cluster exhibits a mirror symmetry wi
respect to the dotted line in Fig. 5~m!, but there is no rota-
tional symmetry as in the STC regime. Finally forZ<22, we
are in the almost charge compensated case, region~I!, with
configuration (1,5,7,6)@Fig. 5~o!#. The associated LNM is
presented in Fig. 5~p!, and it corresponds to a symmetr
vortex-antivortex pair. A local circular symmetric configur
tion is observed for the most internal electrons. This refle
the symmetry of the confinement potential which acts m
strongly at small distances. The effect of the confinem
potential on the most external electrons is partially scree
by the internal ones. As a consequence, the positional co
lations between the electrons overcome the symmetry of
confinement potential. The maximum radius of the cluste
this region is one order of magnitude larger than the one
the STC regime. It is worth to comment that the ISR rotati
mode was not observed in regions~I! and ~II !.

B. Constant confinement and large clusters

In this section we analyze the frequencies of the norm
modes for clusters with differentN, but submitted to a con-
stant confinement potential~fixed Z). For this, we consid-
eredZ550 and varied the number of particles fromN52 up
to N550. The main features of the ground state configu
tions in this case were previously presented in Ref.@21#.
Here we limit ourselves to the results for the dynamic
properties.

In Fig. 6 the frequencies of the normal modes are p
sented as a function ofN. Only the frequencyv50, which
represents a rotation of the entire cluster around thez axis, is
independent ofN. An indication of the behavior of the cente
of mass ~open circles! and the breathing~open triangles!
modes as a function of the ratioN/Z is also shown in Fig. 6.
As observed before in Fig. 2, the frequencies of these mo
decrease with increasingN/Z. The degenerate frequency o
the center of mass mode is observed only in the clusterN
53,4,5,6,7,8, and once more this corresponds to the s
ground state configurations observed in the parabolic c

FIG. 6. Eigenfrequencies as a function ofN. The confinement
charge isZ550. The frequencies are in units ofv0. The frequen-
cies of the center of mass~circles! and the breathing~triangles!
modes are emphasized by different symbols.
5-5
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FERREIRA, PEETERS, AND FARIAS PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 066405 ~2003!
Curiously the clustersN515 and N516 also present a
degenerated-like center of mass~c.m.! mode, but the ground
state configurations are different from the parabolic case.
main characteristic shown in Fig.~6! is again the high con-
centration of modes with small activation frequencies in
SFC regime,N'Z. We can understand this behavior takin
the clusterN550 (Z550) as an example. In the SFC regim
the maximum radius of the cluster is one order of magnitu
larger than the one in the STC regime@26#. The large dis-
tance between the electrons localized at the border of
cluster makes the confinement of these particles very w
This fact allows the excitation of modes with low freque
cies. In fact, we observe that the external electrons are m
affected in the low frequency modes, while the core electr
are practically frozen. This is shown in Fig. 7~a!, where we
plotted the eigenvectors for the LNM~mode numberk52,
v/v053.57431023) for a cluster withN5Z550 electrons.
In the high frequency region there is an inversion, and
core electrons are more affected than the external one
can be observed in Fig. 7~b! for a mode excited in the high
frequency region~mode numberk595, v/v052.373). In
the limit N/Z!1, the graphic of the density of states is sim
lar to the one plotted in Fig. 3~d!.

In general, we found that the relationN/Z determines how
the frequencies of the normal modes are distributed, and
is valid in a large interval ofN @27#. In order to show this
behavior for large systems, we present in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!
the DOS for clusters withN5200 electrons, which are con
fined by positive chargesZ5200 andZ54000, respectively.
As previously observed in small clusters, the DOS is large
the low frequencies region, whenN'Z. In the STC regime,
the appearance of two broad maxima is connected to sh
like and compression-like modes. This is demonstrated
calculating the spatial average of the divergence (¹W .AW ) and

FIG. 7. Eigenvectors for theN550 cluster confined by the pos
tive chargeZ550. ~a! the LNM k52, and~b! the modek595.
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the z component of the vorticity (¹W 3AW ) of the eigenvectors
field, following the approach of Refs.@7,11#. The z compo-
nent of the rotorc r(k)5eW z•rot@c(k)# and the divergence
cd(k)5div@c(k)# of the field of eigenvectors are

cd~k!5
1

N (
i 51

N

cd,i
2 ~k!, ~7a!

c r~k!5
1

N (
i 51

N

c r ,i
2 ~k!. ~7b!

The values ofcd,i(k) and c r ,i(k) for the i th particle are
given by

cd,i~k!5
1

M (
m51

M
~rW i2rWm!•@AW i~k!2AW m~k!#

urW i2rWmu2
, ~8a!

c r ,i~k!5
1

M (
m51

M u~rW i2rWm!@AW i~k!2AW m~k!#u

urW i2rWmu2
, ~8b!

wherem is the index andM the number of neighboring par
ticles of particlei, rWm is the positional coordinate of a neigh
boring particle, andAW i(k) is the eigenvector of particlei for
modek.

In Figs. 8~c! and 8~d! we plotcd(k) ~solid line! andc r(k)
~dotted line! as a function of frequency for clusters withN
5200, confined byZ5200 andZ54000. The frequency de
pendence of the rotorc r(k) and the divergencecd(k) de-
pend on the ratioN/Z. In the STC regime there is a clea
separation in frequency space betweenc r(k) andcd(k). The
shearlike modes are excited in the low frequency regi
while the compression-like modes are activated in
second-half of the spectrum. In the SFC regime, the div
gence behaves very differently. The quantitycd(k) increases

FIG. 8. The DOS as a function of frequency for clusters w
N5200 and confinement charges~a! Z5200 and~b! Z54000. The
distribution of the rotorc r ~dotted line! and the divergencecd

~solid line! as a function of the normalized frequency for the sa
clustersN5200: ~c! Z5200 and~d! Z54000.
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NORMAL MODE SPECTRA OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066405 ~2003!
monotonically as a function of frequency, and it does n
exhibit a plateau like region as in Fig. 8~d!. Again, the rotor,
i.e., the shearlike mode, is appreciably different from z
only in the low frequency region. From Fig. 7 we note th
in the SFC regime, the shearlike modes are more relate
excitations at the border of the cluster, while the compr
sionlike modes mainly excite particles in the internal part
the system.

C. The magnetic field dependence

As is already known, the magnetic field does not chan
the energy of a classical system of charged particles,
consequently also not the structure of the 2D classical sys
of charges. This is a consequence of the nature of the m
netic force, which only acts on moving particles. On t
other hand, the motion of charged particles in a magn
field is significantly affected, and this is directly reflected
the normal modes of the system. We followed Ref.@28# to
calculate the normal modes of the system in the presenc
a perpendicular magnetic field. To obtain the normal mo
of a finite system in this case, we assumed an oscilla
solution of each particle around its equilibrium positio
namely, AW m(t)5Re@RW meivt#, for every particle m
51, . . . ,N. The resulting equations of motion for thex,y
coordinates can be summarized in the following express

~v2dab,nm2Hab,nm1 ivvc«abzdnm!Rb,m50, ~9!

wherea,b5x,y, n,m51,2, . . . ,N, Rb,m is the particle dis-
placement from its equilibrium position,«abz is the Levi-
civita tensor,dab,nm and dnm are the Kronecker deltas,vc

the cyclotron frequency,i5A21, andv the frequencies of
the normal modes. Due to the presence of the magnetic
the set of Eqs.~9! have complex solutions. As a cons
quence, the eigenvectors have an imaginary component
cating that the response of the system is no longer in ph
with an applied oscillating electric field, and each partic
performs a rotational motion uW m(t)5Re@RW m#cosvt

2Im@RW m#sinvt. Differently from the zero magnetic field
case, we have now to plot the real and imaginary parts of
eigenvectors. As a reference case, we mention here the
tion of the simple problem of a charged particle confined
a parabolic potential moving in a plane, and in the prese
of a perpendicular uniform magnetic field. The norm
modes of the particle correspond to an oscillatory mot
around its equilibrium position in a circular trajectory. It
important to emphasize that the real and imaginary com
nents of the eigenvector are perpendicular to each other,
of equal magnitude in this case, indicating that they hav
difference of phase equal to (2n11)p/2 (n50,1,2,3, . . . ).
We will see that in a many-body system this is no longer
case.

In Fig. 9 we show a typical spectrum as a function of t
cyclotron frequencyvc obtained for clusters withN510 and
N550 (Z550) electrons. The frequencies are split into tw
sets or bands with the same number of modes, which we
now ‘‘up’’ band, in which the frequencies follow the cyclo
tron frequency~dotted line!, and ‘‘down’’ band, in which the
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value of the frequencies decreases with the cyclotron
quency. In spite of the reduced number of particles, this
havior is in qualitative agreement with the experimenta
observed spectrum of a gas of electrons~density
'108 cm22) trapped in surface states above a liquid-heliu
surface@29#. The nonzero width of the two-branch spectru
is not observed in an infinite system, and this effect is
consequence of the finite size of the cluster. The low
branch of frequencies was associated with the edge ma
toplasmons. In our finite cluster we found that some exc
tion modes are characterized by the circular motion of
particles around their respective equilibrium positions w
uniform velocity. This case is characterized by the real a
the imaginary components of eigenvectors perpendicula
each other, and with the same magnitude. In another kin
excitation mode, only some particles in the cluster hav
circular uniform motion, while the other ones have there r
and imaginary components nonperpendicular to each ot
indicating that the particles move in a noncircular trajecto
around their respective equilibrium positions. In order to
lustrate these modes, we show in Fig. 10 the real~thick ar-
rows! and imaginary~thin arrows! components of the eigen
vectors field for the clusterN53 (Z550) in the presence o
a uniform magnetic field withvc /v052.0. The modesk
51,2,3 are in the lower band, while the modesk54,5,6 are
in the upper band~see Fig. 12!. In this case (N53, Z
550) we noticed that the modesk52,3,4,5 have the real an
the imaginary components of the eigenvectors already

FIG. 9. Frequencies of the normal modes as a function of
cyclotron frequency. The number of particlesN and the confinemen
chargeZ are indicated in the figure.
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FERREIRA, PEETERS, AND FARIAS PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 066405 ~2003!
pendicular to each other, and of equal magnitude~the mode
k51, v/v050, does not have imaginary component!. For
lager values ofvc the modek56 also behaves like the othe
modes, indicating the circular uniform motion of the pa
ticles. In other words, for a sufficiently high value of th
magnetic field the normal modes correspond to a circu
uniform motion of the particles around their respective eq
librium positions.

In order to characterize the change of the nature of
modes in the presence of a magnetic field, we resort to
calculation of the divergencecd(k) and the rotorc r(k) of

FIG. 11. The divergencecd and the rotorc r of the real and
imaginary components of the eigenvectors field for clusters w
N510 and ~a! Z510—real component,~b! Z510—imaginary
component,~c! Z550—real component,~d! Z550—imaginary
component, in the presence of an axial magnetic fieldvc /v0

510.

FIG. 10. Real~thick arrows! and imaginary~thin arrows! com-
ponents of the eigenvectors for the clusterN53, Z550 in the
presence of a perpendicular magnetic fieldvc /v052 .
06640
r
i-

e
e

the eigenvectors’ field. In the zero magnetic field regime,
found that in the small frequency limit the modes are mos
shearlike in character, i.e., large value forc r(k), while in the
high frequency limit they are mainly compressional, i.
large value forcd(k) @Figs. 8~c! and 8~d!#. This behavior is
valid in both regimes of confinement~STC and SFC!. In Fig.
11 the quantitiescd(k) andc r(k) ~for the real and the imagi-
nary components of the eigenvectors’ field! are presented a
a function of frequency for clusters withN510 (Z510,50)
electrons under nonzero magnetic field (vc /v0510). Inde-
pendently of the confinement regime, we notice that the ro
is substantially different from zero in the high frequency r
gion of each band, which is in contrast to the zero magn
field case. The divergence also presents a different beha
since it is smaller than the rotor in the high frequency lim
of the low frequency band. Thus the nature of the mode
essentially modified by the magnetic field which introduce
clear rotational component to the motion of the particl
which as a consequence enhancesc r(k).

In Fig. 12 the frequencies of the normal modes for t
clusterN53 (Z550) are presented as a function of the c
clotron frequency. Forvc /v0&0.32 the excitation of the
center of mass corresponds to the modesk52 andk53. For
the value of the magnetic fieldvc /v0'0.32 there is an an-
ticrossing, and the modes are changed such that the ex
tion of the center of mass now corresponds to the modek
52 and k54. As can be observed in Fig. 12, there is
crossing between the modesk53 andk54, but a modifica-
tion of the character of each of the excitation modes occ
For larger values of the confinement chargeZ, the gap be-
tween the modes~aroundvc /v0'0.32) k53 andk54 be-
comes very small. On the other hand, for smallerZ the gap
between the modesk53 and k54 increases, which is in-
dicative of a stronger interaction between the two mod
and which is a consequence of the increased importanc
the nonparabolic nature of the confinement potential.

The real and the imaginary parts of the eigenvectors
not always directed perpendicular to each other, as alre

h

FIG. 12. Frequencies of the normal modes as a function of
cyclotron frequency for the cluster withN53 and confinement
chargeZ550. The numbers indicating each mode are presente
the figure.
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NORMAL MODE SPECTRA OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066405 ~2003!
commented. An example of such a behavior is illustrated
Fig. 13, where the real and imaginary components of
eigenvectors for the clusterN510 (Z550) ~in the presence
of a magnetic fieldvc /v051.6) are presented for the mod
k53. As can be observed both components exhibit a vor
antivortex pair excitation which are 90° rotated with resp
to each other. Most of the real-imaginary components of
eigenvectors are not perpendicular to each other, and
they do not have the same magnitude. These features ind
that the particles have rotational motion, but with a nonu
form velocity.

As was shown in Sec. III B, in the SFC regime (N'Z)
and for the zero magnetic field case, there is a high conc
tration of modes with small frequencies. A similar distrib
tion of modes was also observed in the nonzero magn
field case. However, the interesting feature here is that
distribution of modes, like the one in the zero magnetic fi
case, occurs in each band, as can be clearly seen in Fig.~b!.
Most of the modes are concentrated in the lower part of b
the upper and the lower bands. In the STC regime the di
bution of frequencies in each band is like that presented
the zero magnetic field case@Fig. 2—region~VI !#. We also
observed that in the STC regime the coupling between
frequencies in the upper band with the cyclotron freque
occurs for higher values of the magnetic field than in
SFC case.

In the STC regime, where the system behaves like a p
bolic confined cluster, a c.m. mode is observed. We no

FIG. 13. Real~a! and imaginary~b! components of the eigen
vectors for the modek53 of the clusterN510, Z550 in the pres-
ence of a perpendicular magnetic fieldvc /v051.6.
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that under an applied magnetic field the degenerated
mode is split due to the fact that the magnetic field coup
thex- andy directions . One of the c.m. modes is observed
the lower band, while the other one in the upper band. Thi
a consequence of the coupling between the restoring fo
due to the positive charge and the magnetic force. When
magnetic force is in the same direction of the electric for
the total restoring force is large, leading to the upper f
quency. On the other hand, when the forces are in oppo
directions, the resulting restoring force is small leading to
frequency which diminishes with increasing magnetic fie
i.e., it behaves as 1/vc for largevc .

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We studied numerically the normal mode spectra o
two-dimensional classical system consisting ofN negative
charged particles bounded by a Coulomb potential. TheN
negative particles are kept together by a positive chargZ
located at a distance from the plane where the electrons
allowed to move. The normal mode frequencies were ca
lated numerically as a function ofZ andN. Depending on the
ratio N/Z different distributions of modes were observed. A
analysis of the lowest normal mode frequency showed tha
the limit N/Z!1, the experimental results observed in dus
plasmas are very similar to the results found in the pres
system. The normal modes observed in our pure Coulo
system and those in the screened Coulomb system u
parabolic confinement are obtained by tuning the value of
positive chargeZ.

The normal mode spectrum in the presence of a perp
dicular magnetic field was also calculated. The frequenc
of the normal modes are strongly dependent on the magn
field intensity and on the ratioN/Z. The presence of som
modes with frequencies that decrease with increasing m
netic field is in agreement with the resonant spectra obse
in an electron gas above a liquid-helium surface, in spite
the reduced number of particles in the present system.
‘‘shearlike’’ character of the modes is increased with incre
ing value of the magnetic field.
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